
IF IT LOOKS LIKE A DUCK, QUACKS LIKE A DUCK 

AND WALKS LIKE A DUCK, IT’S A DUCK

Humana, Inc. v. Kentucky Department of Revenue, File No. K16-R-03 (Feb. 8, 2017). 

Erica L. Horn 
Madonna E. Schueler 

The Kentucky Claims Commission (“Commission”), formerly the Kentucky 
Board of Tax Appeals, has held Humana, Inc. responsible for sales tax on paper 
purchased by it for use in the provision of services to its insurance affiliates. Humana is 
the parent corporation of numerous subsidiaries including many in the health insurance 
business. These health insurance affiliates enter into an agreement with Humana 
specifically entitled “Corporate Service Agreement” and referred to as the “Service 
Agreement”. Humana is designated or referred to as the “Service Provider” and the 
insurance affiliate as “the Company”.  

The Service Agreement states Humana will provide management, information 
systems, accounting, financial and legal services, and human resources management in 
exchange for the “consideration … described on Schedule B” of the Service Agreement. 
The Service Agreement makes no mention of retail sales of tangible personal property 

such as the statements provided by Humana to the customers of the insurance affiliates. The statements provide 
a wide range of information specific to each individual customer with regard to his or her health insurance or 
health plan. 

This dispute arose when the Department of Revenue issued a sales tax assessment for paper purchased 
by Humana. While Humana had paid tax on this paper in years past, for periods covered by the audit Humana 
provided its paper vendor with a resale certificate. Humana argued the provision of the customer statements was 
a sale of printed material and thus, use of the resale certificate was appropriate. 

The Commission concluded that the statements were the result of a combination of the provision of 
legal, accounting and information technology services and that these services were the “object or essence of the 
transaction.” In support of its conclusion the Commission relied on 103 KAR 26:010, §1, which provides that 
“persons engaged in the business of rendering service shall be classified as consumers … of the tangible 
personal property they use incidentally in rendering the service.” 

Humana has until approximately March 10 to appeal the Commission’s decision. 
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